GetSome

The GetSome is my entry into the world of SSC, Slow Survivable Combat. However, this plan, with the
rudder, is an excellent sport plane. It will even flat spin!
This plane is no floater. It doesn't do bad, but because of the thin wing and the higher wing loading, be ready
for some short dead stick landing. My All Up Weight for this plane came out right at 2.5 pounds with micro
servos, 8 channel receiver, 4oz fuel tank and a MAG15 for plenty of power.
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GetSome Fuse

The Get Some fuselage was built out of 4mm Coro.   See the build tutorial here. I

I would change the Coro fuse so that the seam ends up on the bottom or the side of the fuse
verse the top. Putting the seam on the top made it difficult to get the wing and the tail feathers
to line up and I had to shim the horizontal stabilizer to get it to line up properly.
How I find where the fold lines will go depend entirely on the type of gutter pipe that I will be
using. I take a piece of scrap 4mm Coro about 3 inches in width and at least 12 inches in
length. I lay one of the formers on the Coro to determine which flute is the fold line. I then
take my aileron tool and cut the flute out. I fold the Coro up the side and repeat until I have all
four sides done. This becomes my template.
I then lay the template so that I can use it to line up the flutes (count the flutes) with the fuse
blank and the template. Keep the template because you can use it for all of your Coro fuses.
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GetSome Fuse

* The PVC Formers are made from American Gutter Pipe but Canadian will work
just fine too.
** I don't use wing dowels, I use Wire Wing Hold Downs. See here for more info.
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GetSome WIng

The GetSome wing build is very simple and just like every other 2mm wing that you've built up to
this point with a couple of minor exceptions. Notice that the spar does not go all way to the tips.
This is a two fold reason why. The first is it reduces weight and the second is I sealed the wing
tips. Also the spar is only 3/4 inch high. This will yield a wing that is 1 inch thick.
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GetSome WIng
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GetSome Tail

The tail feathers were borrowed from the Spazzler scaled 78%. I love these tail feathers so much, it just seemed
fitting to add them to the GetSome.

Because the rudder goes through the Horizontal Stabilizer, you must add a piece of music wire so that the two
elevator halves will operate properly.
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